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During this short presentation I will start by summarising the past year’s oil sector
environment and its impact on our share price.
This background information is intended to provide a foundation for understanding
where we are in our farm-out process and also of Hurricane’s near term strategy.
I will then cover our Licences and the imminent 2016 well operations.
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Whilst the oil price has rebounded to approximately $50 since the beginning of the
year, the majors are still cutting CAPEX to preserve their dividend payments. This oil
price environment has impacted sentiment and the availability of capital. However
this low oil price environment has given Hurricane a unique opportunity to work with
service providers in a commercially innovative way and to progress our business.
AIM oil and gas share prices are highly correlated to oil prices, and Hurricane has
followed that trend until recently when it has begun to outperform its peers due to
our fundraising and the drilling that the funding will enable.
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We can see from this slide that Hurricane is now materially outperforming the AIM
Oil and Gas index.
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Despite the constraints in undertaking a farm-out in today’s market I am pleased to
confirm that the Lancaster farm-out process is still of significant interest to the
industry.
Whilst we recognise that lack of a conclusion to our farm-out process is frustrating to
investors the reality is that the industry has been and is still suffering from the effects
of a two year reduced oil price environment and associated reduced availability of
capital.
Interested parties have indicated their intention to re-engage in farm-out discussions
post the 2016 operation when Lancaster and the EPS concept is further de-risked.
This is expected to provide a strengthened position from which the Company may
pursue its farm-out options.
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Our near term objective is still to attract an industry or financial partner to fund the
EPS, with the ultimate objective of maintaining the timeline of first oil in 1H 2019.
We believe that this is best achieved by further de-risking the Lancaster field by
taking advantage of today’s low service costs and drilling the remaining well stock
needed for an EPS solution at advantageous costs to the company; and also
through refining Lancaster's resource range by appraisal drilling.
Further de-risking will also allow Hurricane to proceed with an optimised plan for
the EPS and continue with our target for first oil.
Exploration of our Lincoln and Warwick assets will be linked to the EPS and any
subsequent phase of the Lancaster Full Field Development.
Whirlwind appraisal is expected to be linked to the Lancaster full field
development.
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One aspect of our farm-out process that has helped Hurricane attract interest from
the majors is that interested parties see the potential of the basement play beyond
Lancaster and that Hurricane’s licence positon provides ample opportunity for near
field resource upside with Whirlwind appraisal and low risk exploration opportunities
at Lincoln and Warwick.
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Hurricane’s acreage position has been revised and clarified to our benefit following
confirmation of licence requirements from DECC.
Of particular note, Warwick and the Lincoln extension have now been formally
granted. Lancaster and Whirlwind have also been separated - a decision initiated to
aid farm-out discussions.

From a UK perspective Hurricane is well positioned with two of the seven largest
undeveloped discoveries in the UKCS and significant prospectivity yet to be evaluated.
Hurricane intends to accelerate value from this position of acreage strength.
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However, the realisation of value in our licences starts with drilling and despite this
tough sector environment the Hurricane team is in the exciting position to be drilling
two of the currently planned twelve E&A UK offshore wells in 2016.
This year’s operation will be conducted with Transocean’s Spitsbergen rig which is
ideally suited to Hurricane’s West of Shetland operations due to:
1) its ability to operate year-round
2) its proven efficiency afforded by twin derricks and significant deck space
Two years ago Hurricane could not have entertained using such a vessel as the costs
would have been prohibitive, however Hurricane and Transocean have collaborated
to allow both of us to move forward despite the current tough environment. Both
Hurricane’s and Transocean’s pragmatic approach to commercial models and the
contractual negotiations which developed between us are unprecedented. This is a
breath of fresh air in today’s tough industry environment, making projects viable with
valuable upside for both parties. We have created a great partnership and we look
forward to a successful continuing relationship.
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This year’s planned well operations are to drill the Pilot and another Horizontal
Producer.
These wells will help refine Lancaster's resource range. Currently Lancaster’s
recoverable resource range is from 62 to 456 MMboe. The EPS is being designed for
the 62 MMboe case.
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The wells are located within 50m of the top-hole of our first Horizontal Producer from
2014. The first planned well this year is an inclined pilot hole. The second well is a
side-track 1km horizontal production well.
Both wells are designed to cross a number of faults that have been mapped from
Hurricane’s 3D seismic data.
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Our intention is to reduce commercial and technical risk by reducing geological risk. In the Pilot
well this is achieved by three specific objectives.

1) Confirm the oil water contact in the basement – the most significant variable in regard to
estimating the amount of oil at Lancaster is the depth at which the oil column has penetrated.
The Pilot Well’s primary objective is to unambiguously establish the oil down to and the
continuity of the oil column in the basement. It is planned that the oil down to will be
confirmed through a combination of high resolution gas chromatography, wireline and drill
stem testing data. Confirming the oil down to will help Hurricane refine its estimates of the
amount of oil that is present at Lancaster.
2) Evaluate the aquifer properties – an aquifer is a body of water that has the potential to
provide pressure support to the overlying oil column. There is strong evidence that a
basement aquifer is present at Lancaster. The second objective of the Pilot well is to evaluate
the aquifer pressure and its fracture characteristics. Gaining an understanding of aquifer
properties will help Hurricane refine its estimate of how much of the oil at Lancaster can be
recovered economically.
3) Evaluate the Victory Sandstone Resource Range – while Hurricane’s focus has been on the
basement we believe that material upside could be present in the Victory Sandstone overlying
the basement. Previous drilling has encountered the Victory Sandstone where it is thin.
Typically thin reservoir intervals are of lower reservoir quality. However, it is anticipated that
the Victory will be up to 50m thick at this well location and its reservoir properties will be
evaluated by logging while drilling and wireline data.
4) The combination of these deliverables will help Hurricane refine its recoverable resource range
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for Lancaster and thereby better plan for the EPS and the subsequent full field
development plan.
Once these objectives have been completed the Pilot well will be partially filled with
cement and the horizontal well will commence drilling.
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Further risk reduction is planned by the drilling and testing of the horizontal well. This well
has three key objectives.
1) Confirm production rates - The 2014 horizontal well demonstrated excellent productivity
with high flow rates and a high productivity index. This years horizontal well will be tested
with the objective of demonstrating that the 2014 well is not unique and that other parts
of the Lancaster reservoir can also deliver commercial flow rates.
2) Further quantify the Lancaster reservoir characteristics – This years horizontal well will
also be used to evaluate reservoir performance through shut in such that reservoir
pressure build up can be evaluated. Such operations help ascertain if there are any
reservoir barriers as well as improving our understanding of how the reservoir fracture
system performs.
3) Provide a second production well ahead of the EPS.
On successfully completing the operation the horizontal well will be suspended thus
significantly reducing the operational risk of the EPS.
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On successful completion of this year’s two well operation Hurricane will progress
towards it EPS solution which is a two well tie back to a leased and dedicated FPSO.
Currently the EPS is based on plateau production of 17,000 barrels of oil per day and
a cumulative 53 MMbbls of oil production. This volume is an economically viable
solution to the current Lancaster 1C case and would become even more attractive if
our 1C case is refined upwards and of course if oil prices increase.
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Kerogen’s investment and support from existing institutions means that Hurricane
can undertake offshore operations in today’s low price environment. This is a
significant achievement given the limited number of wells being drilled on the UK
continental shelf in 2016 and testament to Hurricane’s resource potential.
This year’s drilling operations mean that Hurricane can move forward with its planned
EPS development and thereby accelerate full field development.
Further de-risking of Lancaster through resource estimate refinement and provision
of a second horizontal production well will place Hurricane in a strengthened
negotiating position from which to continue its farm-out discussions.
I will now hand back to Dr Arnott who will field any questions you may have.
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